6 wire regulator rectifier wiring diagram

The article provides a detailed explanation regarding the various voltage regulator wiring
configurations used in motorcycles. The article was submitted by Mr. After working on different
voltage regulators, I feel to share my findings on your blog so that other people may also get
benefit. Please insert the diagrams appropriately in the article. I will update further by providing
examples of each type. Motorcycles are usually equipped with permanent magnet AC
generators. The magnitude of the voltage produced by these generators depends upon the RPM
of the engine. Despite these generators are specifically designed to produce about VAC at high
RPMs, they do require a voltage regulator to provide a safe voltage for battery charging and for
the electrical system. These generators could have single-phase or a three-phase winding. No
matter the winding is single-phase or three-phase; all voltage regulator units have two parts i.
Rectifier Section and Voltage Regulator Section. Here, we will only discuss various types of
voltage regulators and not their internal circuits. Since the incandescent bulbs work well on AC
voltage, there is no rectifier section in this type of regulator. The circuit inside the unit regulates
the AC voltage coming from the generator to This regulator is basically an AC voltage regulator.
In this system, we see that one end of the winding is grounded to the chassis of the bike, which
is connected to the negative terminal of the battery. The other end of the winding supplies AC
voltage to the rectifier section which converts it to DC voltage. Then it enters the Regulator
section which maintains the output to an ideal In this system, both the ends of the winding go to
the Rectifier section which converts AC to DC voltage and then the Regulator section regulates
to In this system, the stator has dual windings. One supplies power for charging the battery and
for the electrical system. The other supplies power exclusively for the Head Lamps and the Tail
Lamps. This type of regulator unit is basically a combination of 3-pin Regulator and 2-pin
Regulator. The 3-pin Regulator section provides The working principle of a regulator for
three-phase generator is the same as 4-pin Regulator A , but of course, the internal circuitry
would be quite different. An example of such 3-phase regulator can be seen in the article:
motorcycle shunt regulator circuit using SCR. If you have any circuit related query, you may
interact through comments, I'll be most happy to help! Your email:. Your email address will not
be published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment. Hi, I wonder if you can help
me. I have a s Suzuki A50P and it has a 6 volt system. I am going to need to do some extensive
rewiring and thought I could possibly improve the charging system. This bike has no regulator
but does have a simple diode rectifier for the battery charging system which I believe to be quite
poor where the battery either gets over charged or if the indicators and brakes are used to a
reasonable extent the battery goes flat. I believe the headlight and tail light run AC from the
charging system. Any clues on how to wire this would be greatly appreciated. Regards Lee. Hi,
please provide the color details of the wires from the regulator that you have? It will try to figure
it out! Hi, Ok I can tell you that the charging system has a stator plate with 3 coils mounted on it.
One of the coils is used to power the ignition system. Here goes on the explanation: I have a
yellow wire, a green wire, a blue wire a black wire, a yellow with a white tracer wire and a very
short blue wire with a fork type connector on it. The coil in the diagram is shown attached at
one end to earth, then just a few coils up is the green wire take off, then close to the end of the
coil is the yellow with white tracer take off and right at the end of the coil is the yellow wire take
off. Hope this helps. OK, I thought it is a 4 wire rectifier regulator, but six wire can be difficult to
figure out. It seems it may be a standard alternator regulator circuit, where the regulator
controls the field coil of the alternator for controlling the output voltage t the battery. I have one
related article, which perhaps you can compare with your wiring design and see if it helps you
to identify the connections, or you can build a prototype design for verifying the operations
practically. Hi Thank you very much for your help but this all looks way too complicated for me.
Then wire all the electrics from the battery instead of having an AC supply for the headlights it
might just work. Thanks again Lee. Hi, yes it is a bit complex for any newcomer. I hope your
assumed idea works! Wish you all the best! I have an antique car very similar wired to the 3 pin
regulator except I use a single diode to convert a magneto output to DC then through a auto tail
light bulb to drop the current then to charge a small battery for LED headlights. The original car
used magneto lights and unless the car was going as fast as possible, the headlights were
useless. There is no voltage regulation. The magneto is the power source for the cars ignition
system and coils which produce V emf at times instantly frying the LED headlights. Will a 3 pin
regulator work to stop the excess voltage? First of all you must rectify the low voltage AC using
a bridge rectifier and not a single diode! This will instantly double the power to the headlights. I
am assuming this voltage is below 24 V maximum, in that case you can use a shunt type
regulator as described in the below given post:. The magneto can put out 30VAC as measured
with a meter. The car would show an occasional spike of near V as indicated by an o-scope due
to coil sand points operating. The half wave rectifier delivers enough current to keep the small
battery charged allowing a stop light and occasionally head and tail lights. The above circuit will

work for 30 V or any other volt depending on the transistor specifications. The vape ignition can
run with out the battery, I have a red wire that comes from the cdi unit to charge the battery but
at high rpm it send out a charge higher than 15 volts,can I add another rectifire to reduce this to
14 volts safely? Thanks for your time with this issue. Hi, if the maximum voltage is 15V then you
can bring down to 14V by adding a couple of 6A4 diodes in series with the poritive line.
Otherwise a simple shunt type crowbar should be enough for the job. You can remove the op
amp pin7 resistor and zener, and connect pin7 directly wit the supply line. A call would be
appreciated. I am sorry, I do not have sufficient expertise in the automobile field so solving your
query may not be possible for me at the present moment. Hello, I have a question I hope you
can help me with. While looking for info on voltage regulators I came upon your article. It has
the single phase style similar to your example 4 with 2 charge coils both grounded on one side,
but one goes to the headlights with no regulator, other goes to charge the battery with a single
diode, also no regulator. I believe this is half bridge rectification? My idea was to isolate the
grounded side from the ground and run both sides through a motorcycle style voltage
regulator. Being it has 2 charge coils and would like to utilize both, would I run them in parallel
or series? Or am I overlooking something completely? Any help will be greatly appreciated.
Thankyou for your time. Hello, I am not an automobile expert but electronically your suggestion
seems feasible. You can also make the positives common to run them in parallel. I would like
digital potentiometer if possible 3. I would like use it for 3 phase 12 v motor controller. I would
like digital potentiometer with function when come power from controller to run 12 v, 3 phase i
need start run speed from zero rpm to nominal rpm and stay this speed until power is switched
off I have 3 phase controller with manual potentiometer and i would like have digital with this
function. Can you help? Hi, I need a circuit for my VW beetle alternator. The original avr has
stopped working. I want a circuit that could regulate output Hi, If possible I will try to post a new
article soon regarding car alternator regulator, please stay tuned for a few days. Dear Swagatam
Thanks for your attention and sorry to interrupt you once you have asked to wait. Let me share
with you something as I have studied this subject a bit. A motorcycle generator can not be
compared with car alternator because a bike has a permanent magnet as a rotor you know well.
I am sharing two avr circuits that I could find best in the available pool. Circuit with mosfet is
working in my car as I made it few days back. I used IRF instead as advised in the circuit due to
non-availability. The reason why I am not satisfied is that my alternator turns hot more than
normal specifically when headlights are ON yet, voltage on battery are well regulated v. I fear I
will cook my alternator after few days. Another problem I find is that for warning lamp I must
supplement the circuit with another circuit. The second circuit is attractive for me as it
accommodates the warning lamp. I have not made it yet as I find one flaw in it which can
mislead while driving. The power Darlington is getting supply from warning lamp in series and
connected with small diodes to supply the rotor. In case the lamp is fused or some how wire is
broken, there is no supply for rotor and obviously nothing from three diodes from stator. As
such the result is your car stop on the way when battery drains. Both the circuits have -ve
ground for rotor, this is my requirement. I would like if a modified version is developed. Dear
Anwar, if the alternator is heating up that means it is getting overloaded. According to me there
cannot be an external way to correct the over heating. In the second design if the lamp does not
seem reliable, you could probably replace it with a calculated high watt wire-wound resistor,
and add an LED across it as shown below:. Does the latter have a sensor for the loading
currant. With no load the latter gives only 5 volt if there is no load. Connected to a bulb the load
currant rises. Richard, if you are referring to a bridge rectifier module, the yellow wires are for
AC input, pink could be the positive DC output and the white could be the negative DC output.
Hello Swagatam and thanks for an informative article. I have a mid s Yamaha FZ which has been
heavily modified for race use, including the replacement of the OE lead acid battery with a
modern LiPo battery for weight saving purposes. Many thanks, Gavin. Hello Gavin, you can try
the second last circuit from the following link, and connect it between the existing regulator and
the battery. Before installing you will need to modify the 4k7 resistor value to ensure that the
output never exceeds For this you can feed a 15 or 24 V DC input rated at mA from an adapter
across the DC supply lines of the circuit, and then adjust the 4k7 resistor until a The 4k7
resistor could be replaced with a 10k preset for this adjustment. Hello swagatam good to
meeting you at this wonderful site just question can I apply this kind of regulator to a wind mill
for ac generator thank you any answer bye bye. Thanks pendon, it is possible to use the
concept in windmills provided the regulator is a shunt type regulator designed to shunt the
excess voltage from the input source to ground. I have a cc Honda Benly twin with 6 volt
electrics. It has a single phase alternator which produces up to 50volts AC maybe more if I
really revved the engine! It has 5 wires. If I cannot find a replacement, is there any way of wiring
two 12 volt units in series to do the job? Perhaps there is another make of bike with a single

phase 6 volt system that would be suitable. I would appreciate any help. I am not sure about the
5th wire and why it goes to the battery along with another wire, so effectively two wires are
shorted with the battery positive. If charging the battery from the alternator is the main purpose,
you could try building and installing the last circuit from this article, it should do the job for
you:. Hello, good afternoon, thank you very much for your quick response. You recommend the
circuit with lm, but I do not understand â€¦ The generator of the bike has one. Voltage output
between 60 to 90vca. From already thank you very much. For the LM also you can replace the 6
diode bridge with a 4 diode bridge and feed the input to it from the single phase alternator.
Hello, sir, good afternoon. You could make a voltage regulator circuit for my motorcycle.. Pd:
please have to be quite robust â€¦ Because I already change 3 and always burn. You
recommend the circuit with LM and tip so that the voltage of the motorcycle is well regulated
and can charge the battery â€¦ Thank you. For single phase just replace the 6 diode bridge
rectifier with a 4 diode bridge rectifier circuit. Hello good afternoon, please I need a regulating
circuit from vca to 13vcc well stabilized. Atte: Carlos. Technical Specifications After working on
different voltage regulators, I feel to share my findings on your blog so that other people may
also get benefit. Previous: How to Interface Servo motors with Arduino. You'll also like: 1.
Comments Your Comments are too Valuable! But please see that they are related to the above
article, and are not off-topic! Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Search
Related Posts for Commenting Search this website. The zener diode value will determine the
output regulated voltage value. This circuit will be more reliable and robust than other
alternative. Otherwise a simple shunt type crowbar should be enough for the job You can
remove the op amp pin7 resistor and zener, and connect pin7 directly wit the supply line. Adjust
the preset until the output stabilizes to 14V exact. Thankyou very much, I hope to Attempt this
soon. Your help is much appreciated. It is a shunt regulator, it is shown as a block diagram
only. In the second design if the lamp does not seem reliable, you could probably replace it with
a calculated high watt wire-wound resistor, and add an LED across it as shown below: Let me
know if you have any doubts or clarifications. Hello, please see the diagram inside the video. If
you have a 12V battery it will be 14V, for a 6V battery it will be 7V. Hi, thanks for the quick
response.. But my motorcycle is simple phase. I wonder what system is used for Yamaha
outboard motors? The standard, seperate regulator and rectifier units on the later model Royal
Enfield Bullet are not noted for their reliability. Aftermarket replacements are available but can
be expensive. This instructable will show you how to fit one of the widely available, more
reliable and less expensive integrated regulator rectifier units off a modern Japanese
motorcycle in place of the standard unit. Given it's long production run, there are a large
number of variants of these models. It is not suitable for all of them. A few checks will tell you if
this modification is suitable for your bike. This modification is NOT suitable for 6 Volt systems.
Does the engine need to be running to turn the main headlight on? If you can turn the main
headlight on when the engine is off, you have a different charging system and should proceed
no further. Are there four wires leading from the alternator? Follow the bundle of wires
emerging from the top of the primary chaincase see red arrow on picture. It should contain a
total of four wires. Any more or less and you should stop here. Almost every model of Japanese
motorcycle has its own regulator rectifier unit. They are slightly different shapes, have slightly
different wire colours with different connectors on the end of them. Internally, the electronics
are almost all the same, made by the shendingen company. They certainly all do the same thing.
So, if it's a one-piece regulator rectifier unit off a bike made by one of the "big four" Japanese
manufacturers Kawasaki, Honda, Suzuki and Yamaha with a 12v charging system, it ought to do
the job. There are occasional oddities which use field coil alternators but these usually have a
seperate regulator and rectifier. Any road bike over cc and made after will have a 12v charging
system. There are two actual types according to how they regulate the voltage. Some of the
more modern ones use a mosfet voltage regulator and others use a zennor diode. The mosfet
ones are desirable for a number of reasons which boil down to increased reliability. Other
people have produced lists detailing models fitted with these, I wont repeat them because I can't
verify them but an internet search should point you in the right direction. Either type will
function perfectly well for our purposes though. Some come with flying wires attached and
others have terminals mounted on the casing. Again either will work but it is easier to modify
one with flying wires attached and to identify which wire to connect where see next step. Some
are fitted with cooling vanes, others are not. Some of the manufacturers had difficulties with the
units overheating, especially in the mid 's so I'd recommend you choose one with cooling
vanes. Also bear in mind that you will need to work out which wire goes where so you'll need
access to a wiring diagram for the bike the unit comes off I'll explain how in the next section. If
in doubt, choose a Honda because they have a standardised set of wire colours across the
range. Regulator rectifiers are readily available from breakers yards and from online auction

sites. This is not a mosfet type but it does have cooling vanes and flying wires attached. As I
mentioned in the last step, the different manufacturers tend to vary their wire colours so you'll
need access to a wiring diagram for the make and model your regulator rectifier is off. If you are
uncomfortable with reading a wiring diagram, scroll to the bottom and I'll tell you the wire
colours for a Honda one. They all have at least five wires: 1 Three wires originating from the
alternator charging phases. Usually but not always the same colour and do not need to be in
any particular order. I'll referr to these as the " charging phases ". This is usually attached to
either the battery itself, the main fuse holder or to the starter solenoid. I'll referr to this as the "
Live ". Can be confusing because it often connects into a whole jumble of other wires but
eventually goes to either a frame earth or the battery negative. I'll referr to this as the " Earth ".
This connects to a live wire which is after the ignition switch. So it's only live when the ignition
is on. I'll referr to this as the " Switched Live ". You may notice some appear to have two live or
earth wires. I suspect this is a deliberate attempt to confuse the amateur motorcycle mechanic.
Treat them as one wire, they feed into exactly the same place inside the unit. A wiring diagram
can be pretty daunting but we're only interested in a very small part of it. On my example of a
ZX6R which I've attached. You'll see in the second picture, I've deleted all the bits I'm not
interested in and it all looks a lot more manageable. First locate the alternator. There are three
wires attached to it, the other end of them is attached to the regulator rectifier. These are the
charging phases. In this case, they are all black as they go into it. Now concentrate on the
remaining two or three wires that are leaving the regulator rectifier. The earth wire in this case it
is white on black. The live wire is attached to the main fuse and is blue on black. The remaining
wire is the switched live. It is and it's red on black. What are those Honda ones? This is a short
and easy step. The original regulator and rectifier are two seperate units bolted to the frame
under the saddle. Helpfully they have the words "Regulator" and "Rectifier" respectively
embossed on them. Undo the snap connector attaching the wiring loom to the rectifier. Undo
the two bolts and they should lift off. As luck or design? My ZX6R regulator rectifier lines up
perfectly with the captive nuts on the bikes frame. Two M6 bolts is all I needed. It may prove
necessary to make a bracket for other models which is something I'll leave up to your own
ingenuity. Once it's physically attached, you need to do the wiring. You need to cut the
connector block off the end of your wiring loom and off the end of the regulator rectifier and join
the wires together. This would be a good time to express a personal bugbear of mine.
Scotchlocks, screw-in chocolate block and bare wires twisted together then taped over have no
place at all in motorcycle wiring. They WILL fail because they do not grip the insulation and do
not seal the wire to ingress of water. You need to use either non-insulated crimps with silicone
sleeves, pre-insulated crimps or soldered splices and shrinktube. It is also critically important
that the crimps are applied with the correct crimping die. Done properly, you can pull with a
force in excess of 20kg on a crimp and it will remain attached. I personally preferr to use
non-insulated crimps. I have attached a picture showing these together with the correct
crimping tool for fitting them. I'm going to assume you know how to use these tools. That's a
tad confusing but not to worry, all will be revealed. The Enfield only has two charging phases,
not three like the Japanese bikes but the regulator rectifier is still prefectly capable of handling
this. Connect the two violet coloured wires on the Enfield to two of the charging phase wires.
Blank off the spare. Connect the red wire with the yellow stripe on the enfield to the live wire on
the regulator rectifier. Connect the black wire on the enfield to the earth wire on the regulator
rectifier Now all we need is something to connect to the switched live on the regulator rectifier.
Handily, the white on red wire that attaches to the nearby flasher relay is a switched live so we
can connect into this. I did it by solder splicing and shrink-tubing a flying wire to the existing
one. You could also cut the wire then rejoin it with a double bullet connector. All you need to do
now is test it. I have a machine. It can produce 24 volt AC output. I want to convert it into DC 12
volt to 14 volt to charge 12 volt 5 AH battery. If i want to do this which type of regulator rectifier i
can use for this machine. Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. Short answer. You can't. Your ATC
has a single phase, direct lighting. There is a single lighting coil which produces AC for a very
feeble light and a single coil to charge the ignition system. Having owned bikes from the 80's
with similar systems, you'll not get a steady 12v DC out of that system. The lights are feeble
because the charging system is feeble and there's nothing you can do about it, the output is
what it is. They are there to be seen by, not to see with. I'd suggest buying a good,
self-contained bicycle lighting system and charging the battery between uses. The other option
would be an alternator transplant but this is hugely complicated because they are integrated.
Reply 4 years ago. Thanks for your help. They tell me that the summer heat burns them up. Do I
need to position it on the bike to catch some cooling wind? Reply 8 years ago on Step 6. Yes
they do need cooling but that's still quite a few to be going through. Also worth making sure
they are attached to a big metal part for added heat sinking. Having it out in the breeze and

attached to something metal or a big metal bracket is certainly not a bad idea. The guts of them
were pretty much all made by the same company despite differing outward appearances. Others
have gone into more detail for fitting these as applies to Japanese bikes elsewhere on the web.
Thanks so much for this help, I need to do something similar with my outboard boat motor. I
have an old Yamaha bike rectifier I want to put on a Mariner 4hp outboard. By stinkwheel
Follow. More by the author:. You'll need a multimeter for this stage. Set it to volts DC and
connect the probes to the live yellow on red and earth black wires. You should get a reading of
battery voltage around Start the engine. The voltage should stay around the battery voltage of
around Turning on the sidelights or the brake light should make it drop to around 11 volts.
Increasing the revs should make the voltage increase to over 13 volts but not more than 15
volts. The ammeter on the dash should be sitting in the green at idle and should go slightly
more positive when the revs are increased. If you see over 15 volts, Shut it down immediately.
That means it's not regulating the voltage and could burn something out. Check your
connections, especially the earth. If it's still doing it, chances are the regulator rectifier unit is
faulty. If you fail to see 13 to 14 volts when the engine is revved or the ammeter stays at zero or
in the negative, it is not charging. Check the alternator output by disconnecting the two violet
wires and measuring volts A. It should go up to around 30 volts when the engine is revved. If it
fails to do so, your problem is elsewhere. If it does, double check your connections then
suspect a faulty regulator rectifier. Here's a video of me testing my one:. Did you make this
project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. Suitable for 3 phase alternators 3 AC wires ,
one positive, one negative and a voltage sensing wire. Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Login Register. What Does Testing
Cost? Phone : 0 Cart Live chat. Full connection guide included. Additional Information Weight 0.
This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but
you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. Best time. Mercury Outboard Rectifier Wiring Diagram â€”
mercury outboard rectifier wiring diagram, Every electric structure is made up of various unique
pieces. Each component ought to be set and linked to different parts in particular manner. If not,
the structure will not work as it should be. To be able to make sure the electrical circuit is
constructed correctly, Mercury Outboard Rectifier Wiring Diagram is necessary. How can this
diagram assist with circuit building? The diagram offers visual representation of the electrical
structure. However, this diagram is a simplified version of this arrangement. This makes the
procedure for assembling circuit simpler. This diagram provides advice of circuit components
as well as their placements. There are just two things that will be present in almost any Mercury
Outboard Rectifier Wiring Diagram. The first component is emblem that indicate electric element
from the circuit. A circuit is usually composed by various components. The other thing which
you will see a circuit diagram could be traces. Lines in the diagram show exactly how each
component connects to a another. The arrangement is also not plausible, unlike wiring
schematics. Diagram only reveals where to put component in a spot relative to other elements
inside the circuit. Although it is exemplary, diagram is a fantastic foundation for everyone to
build their own circuit. One thing you have to learn before reading a circuit diagram is your
symbols. Every symbol that is presented on the diagram reveals specific circuit component.
The most common components are capacitor, resistorbattery. There are also other elements
like floor, switch, engine, and inductor. All of it depends on circuit that is being built. At times,
the wires will cross. However, it does not mean link between the cables. Injunction of two wires
is generally indicated by black dot on the intersection of 2 lines. There will be principal lines
that are represented by L1, L2, L3, etc. Colours are also utilised to differentiate cables. Usually,
there are two chief kinds of circuit connections. The first one is called string link. Due to that the
electric current in each and every component is comparable while voltage of the circuit is
complete of voltage in each component. Parallel link is more complex compared to string one.
Unlike in series connection, the voltage of every part is comparable. It is because the element is

directly linked to electricity resource. This circuit contains branches which are passed by
distinct electrical current amounts. The current joins together when the branches match. There
are lots of items that an engineer needs to pay attention to when drawing wirings diagram. First
of all, the symbols used in the diagram should be precise. It must represent the exact element
needed to build an intended circuit. Meanwhile the negative supply emblem is put under it. The
current flows from the left side to right. In addition to that, diagram drawer is recommended to
limit the amount of line crossing. The line and element placement ought to be designed to
lessen it. Since you can begin drawing and translating Mercury Outboard Rectifier Wiring
Diagram can be a complicated task on itself. The information and suggestions which have been
elaborated above ought to be a great kick start, though. Mercury Outboard Rectifier Wiring
Diagram. True Freezer T 49F Wiring Diagram â€” true freezer model t 49f wiring diagram, true
freezer tf wiring diagram, true t 49 freezer wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement is
composed of various distinct parts. Each part should be placed and linked to different parts
inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring diagram, century pool pump wiring
diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement consists of various
different parts. Each part ought to be placed and linked to other parts in particular manner. If
not, theâ€¦. Each component ought to be set and linked to other parts in particular way. If not,
the arrangement will notâ€¦. Onan Emerald 1 Genset Wiring Diagram. Pickup Wiring Diagram.
Discussion in ' The Garage ' started by skervey35 , Jul 23, Search Forums Recent Posts. Search
Media New Media. Log in or Sign up. Yamaha XS Forum. Enjoying XS Consider making a
donation to help support the site. Hey Facebook people We've created a group for XS Check it
out! Want an XS Go to the store to order. Limited sizes and quantities available. Jul 23, 1. Hey
guys my xs was blowing fuses like crazy all of the suden so I blamed the voltage regulator for
the issue. I was going to upgrade both the regulator and rectifier anyway so i figured it would be
a good time. So after looking online for a hour i found this picture of the part. After pulling out
the the stock regulator and rectifier it seems like it will add up. So do you think the -3 yellow
from the new unit replace the three wight from the old. Jul 23, 2. Good luck Drewcifer. Drewcifer
, Jul 23, Jul 24, 3. Well i thought i had it figured out but after a test run there was only 12v on the
battery when the bike was running. I believe im looking for 14v. I have look on the site and on all
the other sites but no one can tell me what the wires on the stock harness do. Jul 24, 4. The
wires are explained in several posts by pamco pete. Google the name pamcopete plus stock
harness and voltage regulator. If you picked the wrong year then you have the wrong regulator.
Also, make sure you test your field coil to see if it gives full voltage to your stator before
mucking with your regulator. Drewcifer , Jul 24, Jul 26, 5. The regulator was a universal one that
fit the stock specks, and i would have checked the field coil but i was blowing fuses to start with
witch i would think that it would be more likely be the regulator that went bad then the coil. But I
will check for pamcopete and see if I have missed something when i was wiring. Jul 26, 6. Mine
only blows fuses when one of my stator wires grounds out during ignition. Check it by ohm
testing the three wires in reference to each other, they should read the same. If one is reading
short, that's your problem. Drewcifer , Jul 26, Jul 28, 7. So im more than like looking at a simple
grounding issue. But where is the better question. Iv done a simple check before I did anything
and all the wiring looked clean. Im trying to look up wiring diagrams to see where the ground
could be. Do you know of any places that i could have a ground that would kick the main fuse?
Jul 28, 8. So now im going to try the new regulator that they use on the XS site. Do you know if
the rectifier needs to be grounded as a unit? Thanks for all the help so far, i just wired in a new
fuse box witch will help me out in the long run. Jul 28, 9. If the rectifier is bad will it keep the
bike from starting? Im running out of ideas Jul 29, Well i got the ground out of the way but now
im not charging. These bikes use a brush-less system so idk what more could be wrong that im
not getting charge. Dude, you need to do what we all did. Download the manual, learn your
resistances, test your coil and stator for spec resistance, and find the gremlins. We will help
you, but we can't do your basic homework FOR you. You're just guessing. Start at the start,
battery, and work your way down the charging system chain of voltage until you find your
gremlin. There is no other way. Your bike either has a system where voltage goes to positive or
negative based on the year. After you get the field coil to magnetize it will hold a single edged
blade to the stator case, If that happens you should be producing over 12 volts, guaranteed. Get
cracking. We will back you up. Drewcifer PS, Gremlins make you want to sell the bike until you
find them. Finding them earns you bad ass points. Don't quit. Drewcifer , Jul 29, Aug 6, Oh and
the function of brown wire is to distribute power.. Your regulated 12V'S.. Skervs, does your field
coil produce a magnetic effect? You can even do it by putting the voltage from a spare battery
through the connector to get it to magnetize. Use jumpers and some long wire to feed the 12
volts into the coil. If it's not broken or shorting, it will make a magnetic field effect at your stator
cover. Drewcifer , Aug 6, I tried this very same thing and didn't get any magnetic field

what-so-ever. Pulled it all apart and found that the stator coil was crispy! Yep, could not believe
I found a friend stator in my friends ducati! But it was poorly built and that's something you
can't foresee. Aug 17, Hey guys sry for the late replay going through a move. Yes i have a
magnetic pull from the coil, and a good one at that. I tried the radio shack rectifier from the site
and the same results only Don't know what to think of it. But im also having carb issues. The
bike is hardly running after the trip to my new house. I have taken them off a few times and
cleaned them and still not running well. Well if it ant one thing its another Okay, so your field
coil works. Did you remove and inspect the stator itself? It could have a shorted winding and
you're only putting out 2 of 3 phases. Drewcifer , Aug
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17, Aug 18, Yes I also pulled out the coil and the center part witch im guessing id the stator? So
I cleaned all the old oil out and got a new gasket and re-installed it all. Also i got it running well
so i took it down the road, while wiring was all loosely placed inside the frame to keep it from
pulling and shorting out. But even still as i was pulling the bike in it shocked the mess out of
me. I have been shocked by the bike a few times by grabbing the wrong wire at the wrong time
but this shock was x as powerful and almost kicked me off the bike. I believe it had to be a
discharge from the coil. So a believe i have a new issue.. Tomorrow I will try and rewire some of
the mess that the previous owner left me. To see if there is a short in what is left in the wiring.
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